Internationalized State
Building After Violent Con
If you ally obsession such a referred Internationalized State
Building After Violent Con ebook that will allow you worth, get
the extremely best seller from us currently from several preferred
authors. If you desire to hilarious books, lots of novels, tale, jokes,
and more fictions collections are after that launched, from best
seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy all ebook collections
Internationalized State Building After Violent Con that we will
certainly offer. It is not as regards the costs. Its approximately
what you infatuation currently. This Internationalized State
Building After Violent Con , as one of the most energetic sellers
here will entirely be in the midst of the best options to review.

Internationalization of Chinese
Automobile Companies Garnet Kasperk 2012-07
Dissertation Abstracts
International - 2005
Power-Sharing after Civil
War - John Nagle 2021-11-30
This book provides a wideranging exploration of the
legacy of Lebanon’s peace
agreement in the 30 years
internationalized-state-building-after-violent-con

since it was signed. The
chapters in this edited volume
have been written by leading
scholars and provide in-depth
analyses of key issues in
postwar Lebanon, including the
performance of power-sharing,
human rights, communal
memory and sectarianism,
conflict and peace, militias,
political parties and elections.
A core strength of the book is
the multidisciplinary approach
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to understanding postwar
Lebanon, ranging from political
science, international relations,
sociology, conflict and peace
studies, history and memory
studies. The multidisciplinary
character of the book allows
for a rich and detailed
evaluation of the ongoing
legacy and consequences of
Lebanon’s postwar settlement.
The book will be of interest to
scholars, students and people
interested in contemporary
Lebanese politics and society.
It will also be attractive for a
wider international audience
interested in the consequences
of postwar power-sharing
systems and peace processes.
The chapters in this book were
originally published as a
special issue of the journal,
Nationalism and Ethnic
Politics.
Zur diskursiven Konstruktion
nationaler Identität - Ruth
Wodak 1998
Feminism and International
Relations - J. Ann Tickner
2013-07-03
This important introduction to
feminist International Relations

discusses the history, present
and future of the field. With a
unique format, it examines
issues including global
governance, the United
Nations, war, peace, security,
science, beauty and human
rights.
Governing (Through) Rights
- Bal Sokhi-Bulley 2016-09-22
Taking a critical attitude of
dissatisfaction towards rights,
the central premise of this
book is that rights are
technologies of
governmentality. They are a
regulating discourse that is
itself managed through
governing tactics and
techniques – hence governing
(through) rights. Part I
examines the 'problem of
government' (through) rights.
The opening chapter describes
governmentality as a
methodology that is then used
to interrogate the relationship
between rights and governance
in three contexts: the
international, regional and
local. How rights regulate
certain identities and
conceptions of what is good
governance is examined
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through the case study of nonstate actors, specifically the
NGO, in the international
setting; through a case study of
rights agencies, and the role of
experts, indicators and the
rights-based approach in the
European Union or regional
setting; and, in terms of the
local, the challenge that the
blossoming language of
responsibility and community
poses to rights in the name of
less government (Big Society)
is problematised. In Part II, on
resisting government (through)
rights, the book also asks what
counter-conducts are possible
using rights language
(questioning rioting as
resistance), and whether
counter-conduct can be read as
an ethos of the political, rightsbearing subject and as a new
ethical right. Thus, the book
bridges a divide between
critical theory (ie Foucauldian
understandings of power as
governmentality) and human
rights law.
The Cambridge Survey of
World Migration - Robin Cohen
1995-11-02
This extensive survey of

migration in the modern world
begins in the sixteenth century
with the establishment of
European colonies overseas,
and covers the history of
migration to the late twentieth
century, when global
communications and transport
systems stimulated immense
and complex flows of labour
migrants and skilled
professionals. In ninety-five
contributions, leading scholars
from twenty-seven different
countries consider a wide
variety of issues including
migration patterns, the flights
of refugees and illegal
migration. Each entry is a
substantive essay, supported
by up-to-date bibliographies,
tables, plates, maps and
figures. As the most wideranging coverage of migration
in a single volume, The
Cambridge Survey of World
Migration will be an
indispensable reference tool
for scholars and students in the
field.
Frieden mit friedlichen
Mitteln - 2013-03-09
8 und bahnen ihre inhaltlichen
Untersuchungen drei
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spezifische Wege zu
friedlicheren Verhältnissen:
durch die Pazifizierung
patriarchaler Ge
schlechtsgewalt, durch die
Verbesserung und Ausweitung
demokratischer
Herrschaftsverhältnisse sowie
durch eine überzeugendere
Organisation des
Weltstaatensystems. Die
Konflikttheorie besteht auf der
zerstörerisch-schöpferischen
Doppelna tur des Konflikts,
klärt Grundbegriffe und
entwickelt praktisch bedeutsa
me Typologien möglicher
Konflikttransformationen und
gewaltloser Kon
fliktinterventionen. Der
Einbezug kulturell
vergleichender Studien wirft
dabei ein interessantes Licht
auf den von Galtung
durchgehend angemahn ten
Holismus der Disziplin. - Die
Entwicklungstheorie erforscht
Formen struktureller Gewalt
und ent wickelt Prinzipien
eines alternativen
Entwicklungsverständnisses
wie auch Perspektiven einer
gerechteren, nachhaltigen
Ökonomie- und Wirtschafts
internationalized-state-building-after-violent-con

theorie. Galtungs Theorie
ökonomischer Externalitäten
wie sein Vorschlag einer
eklektischen Kombination
verschiedener
Wirtschaftssysteme formu
lieren eine praktisch
bedeutsame Absage an
westliche Mainstream-Model le
von Ökonomie und
Entwicklung nicht weniger als
an die entwicklungs politisch
weitgehend folgenlose
Imperialismus- und
Dependenzkritik der Siebziger
und Achtziger Jahre. - Die
Zivilisationstheorie schließlich
entfaltet das jüngst eingeführte
Kon zept "kultureller Gewalt"
insbesondere hinsichtlich
dessen tiefenkulturel ler
Implikationen. Die
Fokussierung auf Probleme des
Krieges und des Friedens stellt
klar, daß und inwiefern
Galtungs Friedenskonzept
reicher, seine Konfliktlehre
differenzierter, sein
Handlungsanspruch
umfassender geworden, seine
Grundintention der
Gewaltreduktion mit
friedlichen Mit teln aber die
gleiche geblieben ist.
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The Internationalization of
Internal Conflicts - Amy L.
Freedman 2016-04-29
Internal security crises, from
environmental disaster,
extreme poverty and
deprivation, armed conflicts, or
ethnic or religious conflict,
provide sites of opportunity for
those seeking to
internationalize conflicts.
Domestic conflicts in Africa,
the Middle East, and Southeast
Asia have started as internal
problems, but have taken on
regional and international
dimensions as parties to the
conflict within the country and
sympathetic external forces
have joined forces with each
other for mutual gain. This

book examines the
international dimension to
internal conflicts and asks:
under what conditions do
domestic conflicts become
opportunities for regional or
global actors to become
involved? Why have some
countries been able to
successfully deal with this
problem while others have not?
Who are the actors who seek to
internationalize conflicts? Why
and with what means do they
become involved and how do
their agendas get
internalized/localized? Cases
include: the separatist
movements in the Philippines,
Southern Thailand, Aceh
(Indonesia); and the civil wars
in Rwanda/Congo, and Sierra
Leone/Liberia, Lebanon, and
Iraq. This book finds that a
combination of greater
democratization internally,
coupled with constructive
outside mediation efforts, can
produce conditions necessary
to prevent conflicts from
escalating or diffusing, and can
facilitate peace-building.
Several chapters in this book
were originally published as a
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Law in the Twilight - Cindy
Wittke 2018-06-21
Explores which laws and actors
govern the negotiation,
interpretation and
implementation of peace
agreements to settle intra-state
conflicts.
Bibliography of Sources on
the Region of Former
Yugoslavia Volume III Rusko Matuli? 1998
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special issue of Asian Security.
Conflict in the Former USSR Matthew Sussex 2012-10-04
Since the collapse of the Soviet
Union, conflict in the former
USSR has been a key concern
in international security. This
book fills a gap in the literature
on violent conflict, evaluating a
region that contains all the
modern ingredients for
instability and aggression.
Bringing together leading
experts on war and security,
the book addresses current
debates in international
relations about power,
interests, globalisation and the
politics of identity as major
drivers of contemporary war.
Incidents such as the 2008
Russo-Georgian conflict, the
wars in Chechnya, and Russia's
struggles over national identity
and resources with former
communist states are all
thoroughly examined. With
new issues like energy
security, terrorism and
transnational crime, and older
tensions between East and
West threatening to deepen
once more, this is an important
contribution to the
internationalized-state-building-after-violent-con

international security
literature.
The Internal Implementation of
Peace Agreements After
Violent Intrastate Conflict Arist von Hehn 2011-08-11
This study provides guidance
on how to best approach the
management of an internallyled peace implementation
process after violent intrastate
conflict, gives an overview of
tasks to be taken on, explains
the legal framework provided
for under international law,
and addresses management
implications. With a foreword
by Nobel Peace Prize Laureate
President Martti Ahtisaari.
Gewalt - Slavoj Žižek 2011
Africa-to-Africa
Internationalization - Ifedapo
Adeleye 2016-09-24
Highlighting an important
emerging trend in FDI to
Africa, this book consists of
important contributions
focusing on an increase in
trade and investment between
African countries. An area that
until now has received little
attention, this volume aims to
define the key issues and
6/25
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explores the challenges and
outcomes that have
characterized Africa-to-Africa
internationalization, providing
guidance on directions for
future research. Africa-toAfrica Internationalization
includes both conceptual and
empirical contributions,
illustrating the practical issues
in intra-African trade and
investment. Providing readers
with a deep sense of the
realities and challenges of
cross-border investments
within the region, the cases
included in the book are useful
pedagogical materials for
faculty members interested in
teaching international business
in the African context.
De Facto State Identity and
International Legitimation Sebastian Klich 2021-11-29
Examining the state identity
formation and international
legitimation of de facto states,
this book provides a deeper
understanding of the
relationship between de facto
states, the international state
system and international
society. The book integrates
International Relations theories

to construct a framework of
normative standing for de facto
states, to better understand the
social system they inhabit and
the stasis in their relationship
with international society,
demonstrated through detailed
case study analysis. Klich
appraises the recognition
narrative of de facto states in
order to analyse their state
identities, and constructs a
framework for normative
standing in an original
synthesis of English School,
constructivism and legitimacy
scholarship. The explanatory
utility of that framework is
then applied and analysed
through detailed fieldwork
conducted across an original
set of case studies ― Nagorno
Karabakh, Somaliland, and the
Kurdistan Region of Iraq ―
that have varying degrees of
international engagement and
parent state relationships. It
will be of interest to scholars
and students of International
Relations, International
Relations theory, Peace and
Conflict studies, Comparative
Politics, as well as Middle
Eastern studies, East African
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studies, and Post-Soviet
studies.
Just Peace After Conflict Carsten Stahn 2020-09-05
The interplay between peace
and justice plays an important
role in any contemporary
conflict. Peace can be
described in a variety ways, as
being 'negative' or 'positive',
'liberal' or 'democratic'. But
what is it that makes a peace
just? This book draws together
leading scholars to study this
concept of a 'just peace',
analysing different elements of
the transition from conflict to
peace. The volume covers six
core themes: conceptual
approaches towards just peace,
macro-principles, the nexus to
security and stability,
protection of persons and
public goods, rule of law, and
economic reform and
accountability. Contributions
engage with understudied
issues, such as the pros and
cons of robust UN mandates,
the link between environmental
protection and indigenous
peoples, the treatment of
illegal settlements, the
feasibility of vetting practices,

and the protection of labour
rights in post-conflict
economies. Overall, the book
puts forward a case that just
peace requires not only
negotiation, agreement, and
compromise, but contextual
understandings of law, multiple
dimensions of justice, and
strategies of prevention. This is
an open access title available
under the terms of a CC BYNC-ND 4.0 International
licence. It is offered as a free
PDF download from OUP and
selected open access locations.
China's International
Communication and
Relationship Building Xiaoling Zhang 2022-06-24
This book provides a
comprehensive and up-to-date
scholarly examination of how
China builds international
relationships through public
diplomacy practices, together
with an assessment of the
impact of these practices
around the world. It explores
the sources of China's evolving
strategies, how the past
influences the present, and the
impact of domestic factors that
shape China's communication
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strategies. Including a wide
range of detailed examples, the
book also discusses how far
China is creating new models
that will reshape the current
landscape of public diplomacy.
International State-building
After Violent Conflict - Marc
Weller 2008
Previously published as a
special issue of Ethnopolitics,
this volume analyzes various
dimensions of the
internationalized state-building
process in Bosnia and
Herzegovina since 1995. In
December 1995, the Dayton
Agreements ended the war in
Bosnia and Herzegovina and
established a fragile peace
between the former conflict
parties. The settlement seemed
morally wrong and politically
impracticable, but still
necessary in order to end
violence of a scale and
intensity not seen in Europe
since the end of the Second
World War. The leading
contributors conclude that
internationalized state-building
can only serve well in the
stabilization of states emerging
from conflict if it draws on a

well-balanced approach of
consociational techniques,
moderated by integrative
policies, tempered by a wider
regional outlook and sustained
by resourceful and skilled
international involvement. The
experience of Bosnia and
Herzegovina may not have
scored full marks in all of these
categories, but important
lessons can be gleaned for
other similar contemporary and
future challenges that the
international community no
doubt will have to face. This
book will be of interest to
students and scholars of
international organizations,
civil wars and ethnic conflicts,
international law and peace
studies.
The Morality of Private War James Pattison 2014-05-29
The increased use of private
military and security
companies (PMSCs) is often
said to be one of the most
significant changes to the
military in recent times. The
Morality of Private War: The
Challenge of Private Military
and Security Companies
provides a detailed assessment
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of the moral arguments for and
against the use of PMSCs. In
doing so, it considers
objections to private force at
the employee, employer, and
international levels. For
instance, does the potential for
private contractors to possess
mercenary motives affect
whether they can use military
force? Does a state abdicate an
essential responsibility when it
employs PMSCs? Is the use of
PMSCs morally preferable to
the alternatives, such as an allvolunteer force and a
conscripted army? What are
the effects of treating military
services as a commodity for the
governing rules of the
international system? Overall,
The Morality of Private War
argues that private military
force leads to not only
contingent moral problems
stemming from the lack of
effective regulation, but also
several deeper, more
fundamental problems that
mean that public force should
be preferred. Nevertheless, it
also argues that, despite these
problems, PMSCs can
sometimes (although rarely) be

morally permissibly used.
Ultimately, The Morality of
Private War argues that the
challenges posed by the use of
PMSCs mean that we need to
reconsider how military force
ought to be organized and to
reform our thinking about the
ethics of war and, in particular,
Just War Theory.
Understanding Civil Wars Edward Newman 2014-04-24
This volume explores the
nature of civil war in the
modern world and in historical
perspective. Civil wars
represent the principal form of
armed conflict since the end of
the Second World War, and
certainly in the contemporary
era. The nature and impact of
civil wars suggests that these
conflicts reflect and are also a
driving force for major societal
change. In this sense,
Understanding Civil Wars:
Continuity and change in
intrastate conflict argues that
the nature of civil war is not
fundamentally changing in
nature. The book includes a
thorough consideration of
patterns and types of intrastate
conflict and debates relating to
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the causes, impact, and
‘changing nature’ of war. A key
focus is on the political and
social driving forces of such
conflict and its societal
meanings, significance and
consequences. The author also
explores methodological and
epistemological challenges
related to studying and
understanding intrastate war.
A range of questions and
debates are addressed. What is
the current knowledge
regarding the causes and
nature of armed intrastate
conflict? Is it possible to
produce general, cross-national
theories on civil war which
have broad explanatory
relevance? Is the concept of
‘civil wars’ empirically
meaningful in an era of
globalization and transnational
war? Has intrastate conflict
fundamentally changed in
nature? Are there historical
patterns in different types of
intrastate conflict? What are
the most interesting
methodological trends and
debates in the study of armed
intrastate conflict? How are
narratives about the causes

and nature of civil wars
constructed around ideas such
as ethnic conflict, separatist
conflict and resource conflict?
This book will be of much
interest to students of civil
wars, intrastate conflict,
security studies and
international relations in
general.
Encyclopedia of Violence,
Peace, and Conflict 1999-08-16
The Encyclopedia of Violence,
Peace, and Conflict, a threevolume set written by more
than 200 eminent contributors
from around the world, takes
advantage of increasing,
worldwide awareness in the
public, private, commercial,
and academic sectors about
manifestations of violence in all
segments of society. While the
contributors do not use these
volumes to make specific
arguments, they do describe
and clarify the developments in
thought that have led to
current theories about and
positions on violence and
peace. Our reviewers
consistently note that while
many in-depth studies of war,
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peace, and aggression exist,
the attendant specialization
keeps scholars from learning
about related fields. No
publication competing with the
Encyclopedia of Violence,
Peace, and Conflict can satisfy
their need for a vast
introductory work to such a
diverse and socially-important
field. This major work includes
more than 190
multidisciplinary articles with
over 1,000 cross-references
and more than 2,000
bibliography entries for further
reading which are arranged
alphabetically for easy access.
More than 190
multidisciplinary articles with
over 1,000 cross-references
Article outline and glossary of
key terms begin each article
Entries arranged alphabetically
for easy access Three-volume
set with subject index of over
750 entries Articles written by
more than 200 eminent
contributors from around the
world
Hierarchies in World Politics Ayşe Zarakol 2017-09-07
Globalizing processes are
gathering increased attention

for complicating the nature of
political boundaries, authority
and sovereignty. Recent
examples of global financial
and political turmoil have also
created a sense of unease
about the durability of the
modern international order and
the ability of our existing
theoretical frameworks to
explain system dynamics. In
light of the inadequacies of
traditional international
relation (IR) theories in
explaining the contemporary
global context, a growing
range of scholars have been
seeking to make sense of world
politics through an analytical
focus on hierarchies instead.
Until now, the explanatory
potential of such research
agendas and their implications
for the discipline went
unrecognized, partly due to the
fragmented nature of the IR
field. To address this gap, this
ground-breaking book brings
leading IR scholars together in
a conversation on hierarchy
and thus moves the discipline
in a direction better equipped
to deal with the challenges of
the twenty-first century.
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Three Capitals for Two States Carl David Dick 2011-10-06
This study argues that there
are historical reasons to focus
on Jerusalem first and to use
an international Holy Basin
methodology to bring Israel
and the Palestinian National
Authority together toward a
workable compromise. This
analysis identifies the strategic
compromises required to
create two distinct capital
zones that grants sovereignty
and legitimacy over respective
capitals for the state of Israel
and a future state of Palestine.
In terms of religion and
national identity, Jerusalem is a
central factor for both Israelis
and Palestinians, to the people
of three world religions, and to
the international community.
The critical factors to achieve
compromise are sovereignty
over their respective capitals
combined with international
recognition and possible
international control over
remaining contested holy
places. Resolving the city’s role
as a national capital for two
states can lead to resolving
other critical Arab-Israeli

issues. The international
community has perpetuated
the conflict by withholding
Jerusalem sovereignty from
Israel and the Arab population.
When Britain ended their
Palestine mandate in 1948, the
UN failed to deliberately
enforce their vision of a
separate Jerusalem entity, or
corpus separatum. The UN
continued to withhold
sovereignty while the city was
divided for nineteen years
between Jordan and Israel and
when the city was reunited in
1967. The lack of an
international mandate for sixtyfour years while fighting for
utopian concepts has
perpetuated the conflict by
delaying the self-determination
of the Palestinian population
and withholding sovereignty
over Israel’s declared capital.
Peace negotiations must
recognize and incorporate the
interests of both sides, but
until each side is ready to
strictly divide the Old City, an
international Holy Basin zone
has the potential to create a
new reality while moving
incrementally from
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confrontation to cooperation.
State-Building in Kosovo Andrea Lorenzo Capussela
2015-03-19
The history of Kosovo is a
complicated one which typifies
the darker side of modern
Balkan history. Milosevic s
Serbia withdrew from Kosovo
in 1999 and the province was
handed over to a special UN
body who governed until 2008,
when the West allowed Kosovo
to become independent. The
aim was to erect a stable and
well governed democracy, but
the outcome was a fragile
state, which still threatens the
stability of the Balkans and
Europe s internal security.
How did this happen? Here,
Andrea Lorenzo Capussela
offers an inside look at the
process of building democracy
in Kosovo. As head of the
economics unit of Kosovo s
international supervisor,
Capussela has had access to
previously unknown sources
and information regarding the
roles of the EU and the US in
the crisis. This will be an
essential reading for those
studying the Kosovo crisis.
internationalized-state-building-after-violent-con

Internationalisierung und
Privatisierung von Krieg
und Frieden - Herbert Wulf
2005
Die Welt ist wohl nicht bereit,
den Frieden zu privatisieren,
sagte Kofi Annan 1996 als sich
in Ruanda abermals ein
Fluchtlingsdrama anbahnte.
Der UN Sicherheitsrat konnte
sich weder dazu entschlieaen
Friedenstruppen zu entsenden,
noch das Angebot einer
privaten Militarfirma
anzunehmen, die binnen sechs
Wochen ein Kontingent von
1500 Firmensoldaten zum
Schutz der Fluchtlinge
einsetzen wollte. Fur die
Privatisierung des Krieges
scheint die Welt aber reif zu
sein. Heute kommt auf 8 USSoldaten im Irak mindestens 1
Angestellter einer Militarfirma,
die Militar- und
Polizeiaufgaben wahrnehmen.
Immer haufiger verlasst sich
das Militar auf diese neuen
privaten Militardienstleister.
Internationale militarische
Interventionen und die
Privatisierung des Militars
stehen im Mittelpunkt der
Veroffentlichung. Anhand
14/25
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verschiedener Fallstudien (UNFriedensmissionen,
Krisenreaktionskrafte der EU,
Peacekeeping Sudafrikas,
Konkurrenz und Kooperation
zwischen Militar und
Hilfsorganisationen in
Nachkriegswiederaufbauprogr
ammen, Privatisierung des
Militars in Groabritannien und
USA, militarische Einsatze
gegen Terroristen) zeigt der
Autor zwei problematische
Tendenzen auf: die
Internationalisierung und die
Privatisierung des Militars und
deren negative Auswirkungen
fur die Aufrechterhaltung des
staatlichen Gewaltmonopols.
Internationalized StateBuilding after Violent
Conflict - Marc Weller
2013-10-18
Previously published as a
special issue of Ethnopolitics,
this volume analyzes various
dimensions of the
internationalized state-building
process in Bosnia and
Herzegovina since 1995. In
December 1995, the Dayton
Agreements ended the war in
Bosnia and Herzegovina and
established a fragile peace

between the former conflict
parties. The settlement seemed
morally wrong and politically
impracticable, but still
necessary in order to end
violence of a scale and
intensity not seen in Europe
since the end of the Second
World War. The leading
contributors conclude that
internationalized state-building
can only serve well in the
stabilization of states emerging
from conflict if it draws on a
well-balanced approach of
consociational techniques,
moderated by integrative
policies, tempered by a wider
regional outlook and sustained
by resourceful and skilled
international involvement. The
experience of Bosnia and
Herzegovina may not have
scored full marks in all of these
categories, but important
lessons can be gleaned for
other similar contemporary and
future challenges that the
international community no
doubt will have to face. This
book will be of interest to
students and scholars of
international organizations,
civil wars and ethnic conflicts,
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international law and peace
studies.
Handbook on the
Geographies of
Globalization - Robert C.
Kloosterman 2018-11-30
Processes of globalization have
changed the world in many,
often fundamental, ways.
Increasingly these processes
are being debated and
contested. This Handbook
offers a timely, rich as well as
critical panorama of these
multifaceted processes with
up-to-date chapters by
renowned specialists from
many countries. It comprises
chapters on the historical
background of globalization,
different geographical
perspectives (including world
systems analysis and
geopolitics), the geographies of
flows (of people, goods and
services, and capital), and the
geographies of places
(including global cities,
clusters, port cities and the
impact of climate change).
Sextarianism - Maya Mikdashi
2022-05-03
The Lebanese state is
structured through religious
internationalized-state-building-after-violent-con

freedom and secular power
sharing across sectarian
groups. Every sect has specific
laws that govern kinship
matters like marriage or
inheritance. Together with
criminal and civil laws, these
laws regulate and produce
political difference. But
whether women or men,
Muslims or Christians, queer or
straight, all people in Lebanon
have one thing in
common—they are biopolitical
subjects forged through
bureaucratic, ideological, and
legal techniques of the state.
With this book, Maya Mikdashi
offers a new way to understand
state power, theorizing how
sex, sexuality, and sect shape
and are shaped by law,
secularism, and sovereignty.
Drawing on court archives,
public records, and
ethnography of the Court of
Cassation, the highest civil
court in Lebanon, Mikdashi
shows how political difference
is entangled with religious,
secular, and sexual difference.
She presents state power as
inevitably contingent, like the
practices of everyday life it
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engenders, focusing on the
regulation of religious
conversion, the curation of
legal archives, state and
parastatal violence, and
secular activism. Sextarianism
locates state power in the
experiences, transitions,
uprisings, and violence that
people in the Middle East
continue to live.
Handbook of New Security
Studies - J. Peter Burgess
2010-01-22
This new Handbook gathers
together state-of-the-art
theoretical reflection and
empirical research by a group
of leading international
scholars in the subdiscipline of
Critical Security Studies. In
today’s globalised setting, the
challenge of maintaining
security is no longer limited to
the traditional foreign-policy
and military tools of the nationstate, and security and
insecurity are no longer
considered as dependent only
upon geopolitics and military
strength, but rather are also
seen to depend upon social,
economic, environmental,
ethical models of analysis and

tools of action. The
contributors discuss and
evaluate this fundamental shift
in four key areas: New security
concepts New security subjects
New security objects New
security practices Offering a
comprehensive theoretical and
empirical overview of this
evolving field, this book will be
essential reading for all
students of critical security
studies, human security,
international/global security,
political theory and IR in
general. J. Peter Burgess is
Research Professor at PRIO,
the International Peace
Research Institute, Oslo, where
he leads the Security
Programme and edits the
interdisciplinary journal
Security Dialogue. In addition,
he is Adjunct Professor at the
Norwegian University of
Science and Technology,
Trondheim (NTNU), and
Research Fellow at the
Institute for European Studies,
Brussels.
States in Disguise - Belgin
San-Akca 2016
There is a long history of state
governments providing support
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to nonstate armed groups
fighting battles in other
countries. Examples include
Syria's aid to Hamas, Ecuador's
support for FARC, and Libya's
donation of arms to the IRA.
What motivates states to do
this? And why would rebel
groups align themselves with
these states? In States in
Disguise, Belgin San-Akca
builds a rigorous theoretical
framework within which to
study the complex and fluid
network of relationships
between states and rebel
groups, including ethnic and
religious insurgents,
revolutionary groups, and
terrorists. She proves that
patterns of alliances between
armed rebels and modern
states are hardly coincidental,
but the result of systematic and
strategic choices made by both
states and rebel groups. SanAkca demonstrates that these
alliances are the result of
shared conflictual, material
and ideational interests, and
her theory shows how to
understand these ties via the
domestic and international
environment. Drawing from an

original data set of 455 groups,
their target states, and
supporters over a span of more
than sixty years, she explains
that states are most likely to
support rebel groups when
they are confronted with
internal and external threats
simultaneously, while rebels
select strong states and
democracies when seeking
outside support. She also
shows that states and rebels
look to align with one another
when they share ethnic,
religious and ideological ties.
Through its broad
chronological sweep, States in
Disguise reveals how and why
the phenomenon of state and
rebel group alliances has
evolved over time.
Free Speech and Hate
Speech in the United States
- Chris Demaske 2020-10-08
Free Speech and Hate Speech
in the United States explores
the concept and treatment of
hate speech in light of
escalating social tensions in
the global twenty-first century,
proposing a shift in emphasis
from the negative protection of
individual rights toward a more
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positive support of social
equality. Drawing on Axel
Honneth’s theory of
recognition, the author
develops a two-tiered
framework for free speech
analysis that will promote a
strategy for combating hate
speech. To illustrate how this
framework might impact
speech rights in the U.S., she
looks specifically at hate
speech in the context of
symbolic speech, disparaging
speech, internet speech and
speech on college campuses.
Entering into an ongoing
debate about the role of speech
in society, this book will be of
key importance to First
Amendment scholars, and to
scholars and students of
communication studies, media
studies, media law, political
science, feminist studies,
American studies, and history.
The Internationalization of ISIS
- Raphael Israeli 2017-07-05
An Islamic terrorist movement,
ISIS (also dubbed IS or ISIL),
has taken advantage of the
chaotic "Arab Spring" in Syria
and Iraq to declare an Islamic
Caliphate wherever it has been

able to rise to power. This
movement is continuously
attempting to extend the
territory of its rule. The
Egyptian Sinai Peninsula and
the Libyan post-Qaddafi desert
country have sworn allegiance
to the Caliphate and every
town that is captured by the
fighting forces of ISIS is forced
to submit to strict Islamic
law.The Caliphate movement is
constantly increasing its power
and influence. It is not only
sustained by the thousands of
local recruits, but it is
reinforced by many thousands
of Muslim minority youth
dwelling abroad. These youths
are charmed by the "purity" of
its ideals and goals, its brutal
and coercive ways, and its
defiance of the West.The
United States, some
"moderate" Arab allies in the
Gulf, and some other
international players, including
Russia, have launched attacks
against the ISIS forces to
prevent them from further
destroying the ancient cultures
of Mosul and Palmyra,
dedicated by UNESCO as part
of the world heritage. Beyond
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that there does not seem to be
any force capable of arresting
their advance or checking their
universal appeal to Muslims
around the world. Israeli's
pessimistic conclusion is that
ISIS may be contending for
power in the Middle East for
many years to come, while
threatening to become a centre
of terrorist activity against the
West.
Fundamental Principles of
International Relations - J.
Martin Rochester 2010-07-09
This book distills the essential
elements of world politics, both
the enduring characteristics as
well as the revolutionary
changes that may be altering
the very fabric of the centuriesold state system. Author J.
Martin Rochester explores all
the important topics that one
would expect to find in an IR
text (war, diplomacy, foreign
policy, international law and
organization, the international
economy, and more) but injects
fresh perspectives on how
globalization and other
contemporary trends are
affecting these issues. In
addition, the author does so

through a highly engaging,
lively writing style that will
appeal to today's
students.Fundamental
Principles of International
Relationsis a tightly woven
treatment of international
politics past and present,
drawing on the latest academic
scholarship while avoiding
excessive jargon and utilizing
pedagogical aids while
avoiding clutter. Rochester
ultimately challenges the
reader to think critically about
the future of a postCold War
and post9/11 world that is
arguably more complex, if not
more dangerous, than some
previous eras, with the
potential for promise as well as
peril. Contents PART ONE
Introduction: Conceptual and
Historical Background 1.
Understanding International
Relations, Or Getting A Handle
on the World 2. The Historical
Development of the
International System: From the
Birth of the Nation-State to
Globalization PART TWO
Foreign Policy and
International Politics: The
Dynamics of Conflict and
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Cooperation 3. States and
Foreign Policy 4. Diplomacy,
Bargaining, and Statecraft 5.
War and the Use of Armed
Force 6. International
Organization and Law PART
THREE Global ProblemSolving: Issue-Areas 7.
Improving International
Security 8. Enhancing Human
Rights and Human
Development 9. Managing the
World Economy and Promoting
Prosperity PART FOUR
Conclusion: Thinking About the
New Millennium 10. The
Future of International
Relations: Sovereignty, Global
Governance, and the Human
Prospect in the 21st Century
Honour Based Crimes and the
Law - Mukaddes Gorar
2021-05-11
Honour based violence and
abuse manifests itself in
different forms and this book
offers a comprehensive
understanding of this
phenomenon. This book argues
that the limits of honour crimes
must be defined more widely so
that they include conducts and
behaviours that originate from
the patriarchal notion of

honour, such as honour based
oppression and breast ironing.
The book provides a critical
analysis and synthesis of the
law in England and Wales and
in the international human
rights sphere. The relevant
domestic legislation and cases
are examined to reflect on
whether adequate protection is
provided for the victims and
potential victims of honour
based violence and abuse.
Since honour based violence is
a violation of human rights, the
relevant international human
rights law is examined to
illustrate the perception of
such crimes in the
international arena. The
effectiveness of any remedy for
victims of honour based
violence and abuse depends on
its capability to change deep
rooted behaviours in
communities with honour
based patriarchal values. This
book argues that the law does
not provide the effective
impact required, in part due to
patriarchal structures, and that
more efforts should be
dedicated to changes in
education. It is held that there
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is a need for an educational
programme that is especially
designed to tackle violence and
promote gender equality. The
book will be essential reading
for academics, researchers and
policy-makers working in the
areas of Human Rights Law,
Criminal Law and Gender
Studies.
State Formation After Civil
War - Derek M Powell
2016-08-05
State formation after civil war
offers a new model for studying
the formation of the state in a
national peace transition as an
integrated national
phenomenon. Current models
of peacebuilding and state
building limit that possibility,
reproducing a fragmented,
selective view of this complex
reality. Placing too much
emphasis on state building as
design they place too little on
understanding state formation
as unplanned historical
process. The dominant focus on
national institutions also
ignores the role that cities and
civic polities have played in
constituting the modern state.
Mining ideas from many

disciplines and evidence from
19 peace processes, including
South Africa, the book argues
that the starting point for
building a systematic theory is
to explain a distinct pattern to
state formation that can be
observed in practice: Despite
their conflicts people in fragile
societies bargain terms for
peaceful coexistence, they
make attempts to constitute
the right to rule as valid state
authority, in circumstances
prone to conflict, over which
they have imperfect influence,
not control. Though the kind of
institutions created will differ
with context, how rules for
state authority are
institutionalized follows a
consistent basic pattern. That
pattern defines state formation
in peace transitions as both a
unified, if contingent, field of
normative practice and an
object of comparative study.
Where the national-centric
models see local government
as a matter belonging to policy
on decentralization for later in
the reconstruction phase, the
book uncovers a distinct "local
government dimension" to
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peace transitions: A civic
dimension to national conflicts
that must be explained;
incipient or proto-local
authorities that emerge even
during civil war, in peace
making, after state collapse;
the fact that it is common for
peace agreements and
constitutions to include rules
for local authority, for local
elections to be held as part of
broader democratization, and
for laws to be enacted to
establish local government as
part of peace compacts. The
book develops the concept of
local peace transition to
explain the distinctive
constitutive role of this local
dimension in peace-making and
state formation. This pathbreaking book will be of
compelling interest to
practitioners, scholars and
students of comparative
constitutional studies,
international law, peace
building and state building.
Just Security in an
Undergoverned World - William
Durch 2018-01-19
Just Security in an
Undergoverned World

examines how humankind can
manage global problems to
achieve both security and
justice in an age of antithesis.
Global connectivity is
increasing, visibly and
invisiblyin trade, finance,
culture, and
informationhelping to spur
economic growth,
technological advance, and
greater understanding and
freedom, but global
disconnects are growing as
well. Ubiquitous electronics
rely on high-value minerals
scraped from the earth by
miners kept poor by corruption
and war. People abandon
burning states for the often
indifferent welcome of
wealthier lands whose people,
in turn, draw into themselves.
Humanity's very success,
underwritten in large part by
lighting up gigatons of longburied carbon for 200 years,
now threatens humanity's
future. The global governance
institutions established after
World War II to manage global
threats, especially the twin
scourges of war and poverty,
have expanded in reach and
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impact, while paradoxically
losing the political support of
some of their wealthiest and
most powerful members. Their
problems mimic those of their
members in struggling to adapt
to new problems and maintain
trust in norms and public
bodies. This volume argues,
however, that a properly
mandated, managed, and
modernized global architecture
offers unparalleled potential to
midwife solutions to intractable
issuesfrom violent conflict and
climate change to poverty and
pandemic diseasethat
transcend borders and the
capacities of individual actors.
It offers just security as a new
framework for charing
innovating solutions and
strategies for effective and
essential global governance.
Central Asian Militancy Duncan Fitz 2014-06-13
Both groups, the Islamic
Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU)
and the Islamic Jihad Union
(IJU), are active in the
Afghanistan-Pakistan theater
and may use northern
Afghanistan as a springboard
for extending the banner of

Sharia north of the Amu Darya
River, the natural boundary
separating Afghanistan from
post-Soviet Central Asia.
Unheard Voices of the Next
Generation - Ali Abusedra
2020-12-08
Libya is a dynamic country
with a rich and turbulent
history that goes far beyond
present conflicts. Its people
have long fought for freedom
and self-government. This
publication offers a framework
for understanding the pursuit
of this progress. The chapters
herein presents Libya as seen
by a next generation of leaders,
ready to build peaceful,
democratic, and inclusive
institutions. Using events in
Libya's recent history as a
guide (the establishment of the
United Kingdom of Libya under
King Idris in 1951; the
establishment of the Libyan
Arab Republic under Gaddafi in
1969; and the struggle for
unity following the 2011
February 17th Revolution), the
authors envisage a bettter
future for Libya, one in which
the light of hard-fought liberty
is preserved for generations to
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come. Through the insights of
professionals and experts,
above all new Libyan voices,
this volume is testament of a
bright and secured future for a
beautiful and compelling
country.
Body Count - Hamourtziadou,
Lily 2020-12-16
Lily Hamourtziadou’s
investigation into civilian
victims during the conflicts
that followed the US-led
coalition’s 2003 invasion of
Iraq provides important new
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perspectives on the human cost
of the War on Terror. From
early fighting to the withdrawal
and return of coalition troops,
the Arab Spring and the rise of
ISIS, the book explores the
scale and causes of deaths and
places them in the contexts of
power struggles, US foreign
policy and radicalisation.
Casting fresh light on not just
the conflict but international
geopolitics and the history of
Iraq, it constructs a unique and
insightful human security
approach to war.
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